Berlin – East Side Gallery

HOTEL INDIGO BERLIN - EAST SIDE GALLERY
On the banks of the Spree lies a neighbourhood that wears its heart on its
sleeve. It’s a place where you’ll find stories around every corner and on every
wall. If you know where to look you can read this district like a book, unlocking
its artistic, musical and architectural stories. Just around the corner is the
extraordinary open air East Side Gallery, a 1.3 kilometer-long stretch of the old
Berlin Wall, covered in beautiful art works. Similarly, as you walk towards the
Wrangelkiez area you’ll see street art on all sides, including giant stencils and
kaleidoscopic, building-sized murals by the internationally-renowned Blu. A
new vogue for ‘paste-ups’ – pre-made posters and designs which are stuck to
flat surfaces with wheat paste – has seen a whole new roster of lesser-known
artists enter the fray too. And then there’s the 30 meter tall Molecule Man
sculpture by Jonathan Borofsky, a colossal aluminum tribute to the reunion of
the two sides of the city. The Indigo Berlin City East Side Gallery has the cool
and urban Gallery Rooftop Bar with a stunning view over the Spree as well as
the Gallery Restaurant with creative German tapas combined by locally
brewed Craft beer.

Berlin – East Side Gallery

The right stuff

CONTEMPORARY

118 well designed rooms
Complimentary WiFi
Gallery Rooftop Bar
Gallery Restaurant
Tasty and healthy breakfast

BERLINERS AT
HOTEL INDIGO
BERLIN - EAST

Design that inspires
43” SMART-TV
Cozy queen size box springs
SPA inspired bathrooms
Spacious working desk

SIDE GALLERY
This neighborhood draws in imaginative minds
from across the globe to add their own stories into
the mix. Any serious artist, curator, collector or
critic will have this place on their radar and many
will come to work here, whether for a few weeks or
a lifetime. When it comes to stories told with
music, this area is once again ahead of the pack.
At its heart sits the Mercedes-Benz Arena,
sponsored by one of the proudest names in
German engineering, and host to the biggest stars
on the planet.

Best kept secrets
1. Food & Flea Market at Friedrichshain
2. Gallery Rooftop Bar
3. RAW area

Meet the Studio
Use our big community table in the
lobby for get togethers or exclusively
rent our Gallery Rooftop Bar for your
tailormade event.
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